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= Abstract =To explore the overall infection state of Hepatitis B virus(HBV) in Korea
during the 1980's, the standard valuesl weighted mean values) of infection ratelllt), the
acute infection rate(AIR), and the chronic carrier ratelCCR) of HBV were estimated
through summerizing the serological data from previous articles. The data used in this
analysis include some cross sectional and a few follow-up studies, and were limited to
those tested by the methods of radio immunoassay(RIA), reverse passive hemagg
lutiuation(RPHA), passive hemagglutination(PHA), or enzyme immunoassay(EIA) in or
der to maximize the validity. Using the sensitivity and specificity of each test method,
we corrected the serological positivities from all data as if they were tested by RIA
only. The age and sex specific IRs, AIRs, and CCRs of HBV were estimated, and the
age adjusted rate for each sex was also estimated on the basis of the age structure of
the 1985 population census. The IRs for men and women are 61.3% and 52.8%, the
AIRs are 3.3% and 2.9%, and the CCRs are 4.7% and 3.3%, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Hepatitis B forms over 60% of acute
hepatitis in Korea (Kim 1988; Lee et al. 1990),

and slightly over 85% of chronic liver diseases

such as chronic hepatitis and liver cirrhosis,

are associated with the hepatitis B virus (HBV)

(Kim 1988; Lee et al. 1992). The population at

tributable risk of HBV for primary liver cancer

is reported to be as high as 70% (Ahn et ei.

1990). Therefore, the scale and importance of

Hepatis B cannot be over-emphasized, es-
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t This research was a part of the special project. 'the

development of hepatitis vaccine', sponsored by the

Korean Ministry of Science and Technology (1990).
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pecially in Korea.

As for now, HBsAg positive rate has

usually been estimated (to figure out the infec

tion state of hepatitis B), but two other rates

are also to be clarified. One of them is the in

fection rate(IR), i. e. the proportion of persons

who have been infected by HBV,or on the con

trary, the susceptible rate(SR) which is the pro

portion of people who have never been infected
by HBV. The other one is the acute infection

rate(AIR), that is, the frequency or velocity of in

fection by HBV. HBsAg positives are consisted

of HBsAg chronic carriers and recently infected

persons, and HBV infected persons, the numer

ator of IR, include not only HBsAg positives but

anti-HBs positives and anti-HBc positives.

Therefore, HBsAg positive rate(PR) can not give

any idea in terms of of the dynamics in HBV in

fection.

If we want to know the rates mentioned




















